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PIPE CORROSION – CAUSES AND PREVENTION: 

The term pipe corrosion is used to indicate the loss of pipe material due to action of 

water (Internal pipe corrosion) and action of water logged soil above the pipe surface 

(external pipe corrosion) by the results of corrosion, troublesome to both the water 

authority and consumers. The various factors contributing to the pipe corrosion are 

1. ACIDITY: The water having low PH value due to the presence of carbonic acid or 

other acids may cause corrosion 

2. ALKANITY: The water possessing sufficient calcium bicarbonate alkanilinity is 

anti-corrosive in nature 

3. BIOLOGICAL ACTION: The growth of iron-bacteria, and sulphur bacteria may 

develop aerobic and anaerobic corrosion respectively. 

4. CHLORINATION: The presence of free chlorine or chloramines makes the water 

corrosive 

5. ELECTRICAL CURRENTS: Corrosion canals also be developed by the union of 

dissimilar metals or by the earthing of electrical system to water pipes. 

6. MINERAL AND ORGANIC CONSTITUENTS: The presence of high total 

solids in water accelerates the process of corrosion 

7. OXYGEN: the presence of oxygen is found in both the corrosive and non-corrosive 

waters. The aeration infact is employed in some cases for prevention of corrosion. 

EFFECTS OF PIPE CORROSION 

1. Pipe corrosion may lead to the tuberculation (formation of small projections on the 

inside surface of pipe) which decreases carrying capacity of water 

2. The pipe corrosion leads to the disintegration of pipeline and it demands heavy 

repairs 

3. The pipe corrosion imparts colour, taste and odour to the flowing water 

4. The pipe connections are seriously affected by pipe corrosion 

5. The pipe corrosion may make the water dangerous for drinking and other purposes. 

PREVENTION OF PIPE CORROSION 

Pipe corrosion is not possible to completely eliminate but we can minimize by the 

following methods. 
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1. Cathodic protection: By connecting the pipe line to the negative pole of D.C. 

generator or to the anode metals like magnesium so that the entire pipe acts as cathode. 

This cathodic treatment is most effective. It is expensive and involves many practical 

problems 

2. Proper pipe material: The alloys of Iron or steel with cromium, copper or nickel are 

found to be more resistance 

3. Protective Linings: The pipe surface should be coated with asphalt, bitumen, cement 

mortar, paints, resins, tar, zinc etc. 

4. Treatment of water: By proper treatment and adjustment of PH value, control of 

calcium carbonate, removal dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide, addition of sodium 

silicate etc prevent the pipe corrosion. 


